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Summary of Research

IDG Connect surveyed over 200 organizations in the US to learn more about the cyber threats they face, how 
they manage them and where they think the most effective improvements to current cybersecurity systems 
can be made.

In the last 12 months, 80-90 percent of US organizations 
have been impacted by a worm or virus, at least one 
incident of adware or unauthorized system access from 
internal staff, or an advanced persistent threat (APT). 
Almost a quarter have suffered ten or more phishing 
attacks in the same period.

When it comes to choosing one course of action that they feel is most likely to improve their cybersecurity defenses, 
more than one in four businesses would update their current systems rather than introduce additional security 
platforms or spend more time engaged in application and system vulnerability testing.

The smaller and more portable the devices 
used, the less confident organizations feel about 
protecting them from cyberattacks using the 
cybersecurity tools they already have. Smartphones 
and tablets running Android, iOS and Windows 
Phone software are judged particularly vulnerable 
but portable storage media cause most concern.
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Businesses have suffered multiple cyberattacks 
in the last 12 months

Upgrading current systems considered most beneficial approach
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Introduction

2017 will be a year of unwavering political and economic uncertainty on so 
many levels. But one thing we can be pretty sure about is that the deliberate 
hacking of corporate and government IT systems for criminal, personal or 
counterintelligence purposes will remain a growth industry.

Recent high profile victims of cyberattacks include the US Department of 
Justice (DoJ), Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 
Wendy’s, and Yahoo alongside various healthcare providers and educational 
institutions. The names will change in the coming year but the numbers 
probably won’t.

In fact many of the data breaches and losses we will learn about over the next 
twelve months have almost certainly already happened, but just haven’t been 
detected or reported yet. Advanced persistent threats (APTs) for example, 
which are deliberately designed to infiltrate the firewall then sit quietly 
hidden away on internal systems collecting data over long periods of time 
without being noticed, have already claimed some big-name victims with 
others waiting to be uncovered. Security vendors also report that ransomware 
incidents are on the rise with a new generation of semi-professional criminal 
hackers downloading online exploit kits and bitcoin blockchain-based money 
transfer techniques (ransomware as a service) to extort cash from their 
targets.

A fresh wave of vulnerabilities reside in Internet of Things (IoT) devices, with 
the Mirai malware first reported in 2016 specifically designed to hijack IP 
enabled cameras and DVRs to launch a DDoS attack against DNS provider 
Dyn and sites such as Twitter, Amazon and Netflix. Those types of attack are 
likely to proliferate in the next few years if current forecasts that predict there 
will be 20-30billion IoT devices online by 2020 hold water.

US companies clearly have a lot to be concerned about and the current 
political climate will only exacerbate those fears after recent revelations of 
state-sponsored hacking and infiltration of large companies in an attempt 
to destabilize western economies. Many private sector organizations will 
feel that they face a multitude of threats, not least of which comes from new 
surveillance and data access powers obtained by the US government itself, 
and are likely to strengthen their cybersecurity defenses accordingly.

IDG Connect surveyed over 200 organizations in the US to learn more about 
the cyber threats they face, how they manage them and where they think 
the most effective improvements to current systems can be made. Almost a 
quarter (24%) worked for companies employing more than 5,000 employees, 
and the majority held either C-Level executive (CIO, CTO and CSO) or IT 
director (68%) roles. Almost all (98%) maintain responsibility for IT or 
cybersecurity functions within their organization.

Respondents were drawn from a wide range of vertical sectors, including 
software and computer services (15%), construction and architecture (11%), 
healthcare, medical and pharmaceutical, and financial services or banking 
(both 9%).
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Organizations impacted by one or more incidents 
in the last 12 months

The size of the organization in question also has 
a bearing on the type of attack most frequently 
suffered. The larger the company and the more 
people it employs, the bigger the impact caused by 
APTs for example – half (50%) of firms with staff 
headcounts in excess of 25,000 were affected by 
six or more incidents of APTs, a number which is 
significantly less amongst smaller companies.

IT directors and IT managers are far more 
conservative in their estimation of every type of 
malware/security incident experienced than their 
colleagues at board and executive management 
level, however. This suggests that those engaged 
in the more hands-on aspects of cybersecurity 
provision are either better informed of the true 
volume and nature of the threats facing them, or 
are collectively underestimating the size of the 
problem.
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The research indicates that the majority of US 
organizations have been impacted by a large 
volume and range of cybersecurity incidents in the 
last 12 months. Within that timeframe, 89 percent 
have been hit by a worm or virus for example, with 
85 percent encountering at least one incident of 
adware, 82 percent an advanced persistent threat 
(APT), 80 percent an incident of unauthorized 
system access from internal staff and 79 percent a 
phishing attack.

Some companies encounter high numbers of each 
type of incident, with 23 percent suffering ten 
or more phishing attacks during the year and 20 
percent being hit by worms and viruses 
(and adware – 19%) with equal frequency. 

The figures indicate that existing cybersecurity 
defenses within use are not as effective as they 
could be in many cases, whilst the scale of security 
incidents varies enormously from one vertical 
sector to another. Organizations in both financial 
service and banking and healthcare, medical or 
pharmaceutical are far less likely to be impacted 
by any form of malware for example compared to 
those operating in construction and architecture or 
telecommunications.



Organizations spending over 10 man hours per 
week on security incident management.

Most organizations calculate that they spend 
significant periods of time engaged in various 
activities dedicated to either preventing or cleaning 
up after those security incidents. For example, 
almost three quarters (71%) spend more than ten 
hours a week identifying network, application, and 
system vulnerabilities before they are exploited, 
with 38 percent allocating 25 hours a week or more 
to this task.

Deploying security patches and upgrades to guard 
against further incidents represents another 
considerable overhead for a similar number (69%).

Better protection appears to come with a marked 
time premium. Unsurprisingly a higher number of 
larger organizations employing over 25,000 staff 
calculate that they spend over 40 hours a week on 
all five security management activities compared 
to their smaller counterparts, reflecting the scale 
and complexity of the diverse security hardware, 
software and services they are required to marshal. 

Those working in financial services and banking 
(also those least likely to be impacted by any form 
of malware) spend significantly more time than 
other companies in deploying security patches and 
upgrades and identifying network, application and 
system vulnerabilities before they are exploited. 
However, it is construction and architectural 
firms that appear to allocate most time to all five 
activities, with over 40% spending more than 40 
hours a week in each case.

The research also suggests that CIOs, CTOs and 
CSOs overestimate the time that IT departments 
spend on security management, with a smaller 
percentage calculating each of the five different 
workloads at 1-9 hours a week compared to IT 
directors and managers. This disparity could have 
potentially serious consequences when it comes 
to future investment in skilled cybersecurity staff 
versus security software and hardware, particularly 
when it comes to the deployment of automated 
tools that could reduce the administration overhead 
for overworked IT departments and security 
professionals.
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Downtime and lost productivity causes 
most concern

The top consequence associated with successful 
cyberattacks by the biggest number of 
organizations in the US is the collateral damage 
caused by system or website downtime and 
resultant dip in staff productivity (69%).

However, the single most serious impact is 
considered to be theft of customer or cardholder 
data, cited as critical by almost a quarter (22%) of 
those taking part in the survey. This is no doubt 
due to the problems this type of theft can lead 
to – namely a loss of confidence amongst either 
customers or business partners (cited as a top 
three concern by 59%) and damage to brand 
and reputation (39%) which would undoubtedly 
contribute to the same outcome. 

Fears of regulatory fines or penalties that US 
authorities including the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) and the US Health and Human 
Services Department can apply to organizations 
found to be negligent in protecting their customers’ 
private details are much less pronounced however 
(cited as a top three consequence by 31%). 

This is almost certainly because the fines levied to 
date are judged to have been comparatively small 
when measured against both subsequent loss of 
revenue and income caused by customers voting 
with their feet.

Less than a quarter of the companies surveyed 
(23%) also rated clean-up costs and legal fees as 
one of the top three consequences associated with 
successful cyberattacks, again indicating that many 
respondents believe these fees are dwarfed by the 
financial losses caused by disruption to commercial 
operations and loss of business.

Those assumptions could be misplaced however, 
as recent events have shown. Health insurance 
company Anthem recently reported that it had 
spent over $260m on security improvements 
and remedial action in response to a 2015 data 
breach that was estimated to have affected the 
private records (including names, birthdays, 
medical IDs, social security numbers, addresses 
and employment information) of almost 79m 
customers.
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Multiple security solutions are deployed 
in tandem

US IT departments are currently responsible for the 
configuration and maintenance of multiple security 
platforms, almost certainly a mixture of hardware 
and software platforms supplied by different 
vendors that contributes to the volume of man 
hours they spend on detection, remediation, and 
prevention activities.

Firewalls designed to stop hackers or malware 
penetrating the local area network (LAN) are used 
by 87 percent, often alongside other perimeter-
based security tools like intrusion detection and 
prevention systems (IDS/IPS – 57%). Virtual private 
networks (VPNs) that deliver secure encrypted 
tunnels to protect data traffic being transmitted 
between two locations are almost as widely 
deployed (72%), with web/email filtering, endpoint 
protection and identity access management tools 
also used by the majority of companies surveyed.

Subtle differences in usage patterns according 
to the size of the organization in question are in 
evidence. Smaller companies employing less than 
a thousand people are less likely to rely on both 
VPNs (66%) and web/email filtering platforms 
(54%) for example. At the other end of the scale, 
more of the largest public and private sector 
organizations employing over 25,000 staff have 
deployed VPNs (85% - perhaps because they 
operate multiple offices in different locations), 
endpoint protection solutions (75%), IAM tools 
(80%), and DDoS appliances (50%).

Organizations involved in the manufacturing 
industry indicate a more “defense in depth” 
approach to cybersecurity. All (100%) of 
manufacturing respondents - the bulk of which 
represent companies with 1,000+ employees - 
reported they have implemented both firewalls and 
antivirus/anti-malware software for example, with 
80 percent additionally using web/email filtering 
platforms.

This combination of all three solutions appears to 
deliver some benefit – manufacturing companies 
were least affected by APTs than any other industry 
vertical (47% suffered no incidents in the last 
year) with comparatively high numbers (53%) also 
reporting no incidents of either zero-day exploits or 
ransomware.

The specific balance of different security solutions 
and platforms used within individual organizations 
will also vary considerably according to the 
applications and systems they are deployed to 
protect, employee work patterns and locations. 
But the resulting blend of legacy infrastructure, 
next-generation security platforms and bolt-on 
defenses is likely to make security management 
more complex and time consuming for many IT 
departments who will inevitably look to combine as 
much as possible into unified administration tools 
or services to reduce that overhead.
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Mobile devices judged more vulnerable 
than PCs, servers and laptops

Based on the data it would appear that the 
smaller and more portable the end user device, 
the less confidence IT staff have in making sure 
it is secure using existing solutions. So while we 
see high ratings for desktop PCs (84% expressed 
confidence in the security of these devices) and file 
servers (71%) in particular, the reverse is true for 
portable storage media (33%), tablets (43%) and 
smartphones (45%).

These findings reflect the impact of a broader 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) trend in recent 
years which has seen larger numbers of employees 
connecting their personal smartphones and tablets 
to business networks and data. With so many 
different operating systems (Google Android, 
Apple iOS, Microsoft Windows Phone, BlackBerry 
OS and others) and apps to configure, secure and 
manage on multiple devices, many companies have 
struggled to impose the requisite levels of visibility, 
access and control.

Smartphone makers and mobile operating system 
developers including Apple, Google, Microsoft and 
Samsung have made efforts to improve the security 
functions included in devices which are often used 
for business purposes. But these upgrades tend to 
center on identity access management (IAM) tools 
such as hardware embedded biometric readers, 
password management and virtualization tools 
rather than anti-malware applications, potentially 
leaving devices vulnerable to attack.

Point of sale (PoS) systems used in retail 
environments are also perceived as vulnerable, 
with opinions undoubtedly influenced by a spate 
of recent, high-profile attacks. One 2014 breach 
affected up to 330,000 Oracle-owned MICROS 
systems PoS devices used by cash register 
providers supplying hotels, food and drink outlets 
and other retailers in 180 countries, for example. 
Portable storage media (and especially USB sticks) 
too have a poor reputation for cybersecurity given 
that employees routinely use them to copy sensitive 
files from one device to another and regularly lose 
them and/or fail to wipe their contents properly.
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Approach to improving cybersecurity and systems 
defenses judged most likely to deliver benefits

Multiple approaches to enhancing and improving 
cybersecurity provision are recognized as being 
potentially beneficial to US organizations, but 
upgrading current systems was considered most 
likely to deliver advantage by over a quarter 
(28%) of respondents. This indicates that given a 
binary choice of investment, more companies will 
spend money on updating and patching legacy 
applications, hardware and services already being 
used rather than bringing in new or additional 
systems - a course of action that may require higher 
levels of deployment and integration complexity.

Considering the volume and frequency of successful 
cyberattacks outlined in, this could arguably be 
considered an ineffectual (if easier) option, and 
risks overlooking other approaches to tightening 
cybersecurity defenses based on data-driven, 
proactive security activities like threat hunting and 
spending more time engaged in vulnerability testing 
to identify potential sources of attack. 

The marginally lower levels of enthusiasm for 
threat hunting may also stem from a perception 
that it requires additional staff resources and skills, 
and also suggests a lack of awareness around next 
generation data-driven threat hunting tools now 
available.

Not everybody has the same opinion however. 
Significantly fewer IT managers (14%) consider 
upgrading current security systems as the most 
beneficial approach than CIOs, CTOs and CSOs 
(36%), with a third of IT managers (33%) favoring 
investment in additional security hardware, software 
and services above all else.

Those working in manufacturing (60%), finance 
(21%), software/computer services (23%) and 
healthcare (26%) also see more benefit in buying 
extra cybersecurity solutions rather than upgrading 
current defenses. Finance companies are also more 
attuned to the advantages of threat hunting (21%) 
and spending more time in application/system and 
vulnerability testing processes than most.

Available budget inevitably dictates any one course 
of action for many, and particularly amongst smaller 
organizations. Significantly more of those employing 
less than 1,000 staff (38%) identify upgrading 
existing security system as the optimal approach for 
example, compared to just 14-15 percent of those 
employing 5,000 or more.
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IT managers and CISOs bear the brunt of 
responsibility in most cases

Amongst the organizations IDG Connect surveyed, 
responsibility for cybersecurity management is 
most often split between IT managers (72%) and 
chief information security officers (CISOs – 60%). 
Dedicated security teams or analysts are involved 
at just over a quarter (28%) of companies on 
aggregate, though that figure grows to almost a 
third for companies employing over 1,000 staff 
specifically. 

This finding reflects both the relative scale and 
complexity of the infrastructure that larger 
organizations are required to protect and the 
fact that dedicated security professionals are 
more likely to be employed at firms with greater 
headcounts and salary resources. CISOs take a 
bigger role at organizations involved in financial 
services and banking sectors (84%), as well as 
telcos (88%) though the latter vertical employs 
more staff at every level indicating that the 
overhead is so great they have to spread the load 
across as many job roles as possible.

Dedicated security teams and analysts are utilized 
more widely in software and computer services 
firms (48%), probably for software development, 
auditing and risk management activities but also in 
consultancy and customer facing roles that assist 
in cybersecurity deployments and service delivery 
elsewhere. 

Though non-dedicated members of IT department 
staff are rarely called upon by US organizations on 
aggregate, they have more input at software and 
computer services firms (13%), perhaps because 
software companies have broader skillsets that also 
include security expertise.

These findings illustrate a broader trend in the 
IT industry - the ongoing shortage of skilled 
cybersecurity professionals which forces many 
organizations to bring in external contractors on 
a project-by-project basis to fill gaps in their own 
expertise. That shortfall is unlikely to be solved 
quickly and is resulting in high staff turnover in 
many cases.

Joint research published by the Information 
Systems Security Association (ISSA) and Enterprise 
Security Group (ESG) in December last year 
also suggests the problem is leading to existing 
cybersecurity professionals being overworked, 
a situation which in itself can exacerbate an 
organization’s vulnerability to threats.
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Organizational adoption of proactive stance 
may be overestimated

When asked to gauge their organization’s current 
approach to dealing with cyber threats, the average split 
was balanced towards a proactive rather than a reactive 
stance at a ratio of roughly three to one. 

This implies that on average three quarters of the effort 
expended is considered proactive in terms of supporting 
the ability to anticipate future threats or incidents and 
configure systems to prevent them before they happen. 
At the other end of the spectrum, the other quarter 
is judged reactive in focusing on quickly dealing with 
security incidents after they have occurred. These 
findings are fairly consistent irrespective of company 
size and industry vertical, but mask a wide spectrum of 
responses that vary from 100 percent proactive to 95 
percent reactive at an individual level.

Proactive cybersecurity measures usually involve the 
use of tools which predict, isolate and minimize system 
vulnerabilities and provide some visibility into the type 
of attacks that are taking place. However the number of 
respondents that judge their organizations strongly in 
favor of a proactive stance appear to be overestimating 
the case.

Earlier findings from the survey suggest somewhat lower 
levels of engagement in proactive activities like threat 
hunting (identified as a potentially beneficial process by 
57%) and application and system vulnerability testing 
(61%), for example. Proactively training end users on 
increased security awareness was not top of mind for 
these businesses either (only 45% felt it could benefit 
their security defenses).

Similarly we know that many firms spend large amounts 
of time (ten hours or more a week) involved in reactive 
tasks like cleaning applications and systems of malware 
or viruses (66%), restoring lost or corrupted data from 
backups (64%) and responding to security incidents or 
data breaches (60%).

In truth, neither proactive or reactive approaches should 
be applied in isolation. Individual security requirements 
vary considerably depending on multiple factors, 
including the type of infrastructure present and the 
volume, format and sensitivity of data and applications 
to be safeguarded. Most IT departments will prefer to 
utilize both proactive and reactive modes in tandem to 
optimize protection though the balance of emphasis will 
differ from one organization to another.
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Conclusion

The research provides detailed insight into how US organizations currently 
approach cybersecurity practices, and uncovers some uncomfortable truths 
concerning the efficacy of protection set against the time and resource 
expended on current defenses.

The majority of companies have been impacted by at least one incident of 
APTs, ransomware, worms, viruses, zero day exploits and phishing within the 
last 12 months for example, with a significant number suffering considerably 
more. Most organizations justifiably fear the damage that those incidents can 
inflict on employee productivity and system or website downtime, and any 
subsequent loss of confidence amongst customers and/or business partners.

But to combat the threat and avert any negative consequences, IT departments 
are being forced to spend a lot of time on security prevention and/or 
remediation measures and their efforts are not always recognized by C-Level 
management. The wide range of security hardware and software in use 
contributes to that security management overhead, especially when it comes to 
small, portable devices including smartphones, tablets and USB sticks which 
are judged more difficult to protect using existing platforms.

Whilst the overall stance to security protection is perceived to be largely 
proactive, the time that staff admit spending engaged in reactive tasks like 
cleaning application and systems of malware or viruses and restoring lost or 
corrupted data from backups tells a different story.

Equally as many US firms see the benefit of buying additional security 
hardware, software or services to boost their defenses as do upgrading their 
current systems, but more see the latter course of action as the best approach. 
The IT managers that bear the brunt of responsibility for cybersecurity 
management disagree however. Most favor additional investment, suggesting a 
degree of dissatisfaction with existing tools that have so often failed to prevent 
cybersecurity incidents and data breaches from occurring.

The fact that so few companies currently rely on non-dedicated IT department 
staff members for security management also reflects both the scale and 
importance of the task and the complexity involved in configuring, updating 
and maintaining cybersecurity systems and applications.

That overhead is likely to keep growing as the volume and diversity of 
emerging cyber threats continue to expand, but there are a few simple rules 
for companies looking to stay current and protected. Keeping the system and 
application footprint small is one way of proactively minimizing the attack 
surface for example, whilst regular reviews of existing cybersecurity hardware 
and software to ensure it remains fit for purpose is advisable.

The best cybersecurity defense within any one organization is often its own 
employees however, and adequate training for non-dedicated staff combined 
with simple to use security management tools can go a long way to easing the 
current strain on the IT department and specialist cybersecurity professionals 
which remain in short supply.
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